(c) An agency must notify OPM when appointing a Fellow currently appointed in another agency.

d) If the move occurs within the first 6 months of the Fellow’s appointment, the original appointing agency may request reimbursement of one-quarter of the placement fee from the new appointing agency.

§ 362.407 Withdrawal and readmission.

(a) Withdrawal. (1) A Fellow may withdraw from the Program at any time. Such withdrawal will be treated as a resignation from the Federal service; however, any obligations established upon admission and appointment (for example, as a result of accepting a recruitment incentive under part 575 of this chapter) still apply.

(2) A Fellow who held a permanent appointment in the competitive service in an agency immediately before entering the Program, and who withdraws from the Program for reasons that are not related to misconduct, poor performance, or suitability, may, at the employing agency’s discretion, be placed in a permanent competitive service position, as appropriate, in that agency. The employing agency’s determination in this regard is not subject to appeal.

(3) An agency must notify OPM when a Fellow withdraws from the Program.

(b) Readmission. (1) If a Fellow withdraws from the Program for reasons that are related to misconduct, poor performance, or suitability, he or she may petition the employing original agency for readmission and reappointment to the Program. Such a petition must be in writing and include appropriate justification. The agency may approve or deny the request for readmission. An agency must submit written notification of approved readmission requests to OPM. The individual’s status in the Program upon readmission and reappointment must be addressed as part of the agency’s submission. The Director may overrule the agency’s decision to readmit and reappoint, and the Director’s decision is not subject to appeal.

§ 362.408 Termination and reduction in force.

(a) Termination. (1) An agency may terminate a Fellow for reasons related to misconduct, poor performance, or suitability.

(2) As a condition of employment, a Fellow’s appointment expires at the end of the 2-year Program period, plus any agency-approved extension, unless the Participant is selected for non-competitive conversion. If an agency does not convert a Fellow at the end of the Program, as provided in §362.409 of this part, or extend the individual’s initial appointment under §362.404, the appointment expires when certification for Program completion is denied or when the Director denies the agency’s request for an extension.

(3) The agency must provide written notification to OPM when a Fellow is terminated for any reason.

(b) Reduction in force. Fellows are in the excepted service Tenure Group II for purposes of §351.502 of this chapter.

§ 362.409 Conversion to the competitive service.

(a) A Fellow must complete the Program within the time limits prescribed in §362.404 of this part, including any agency-approved extension. At the conclusion of that period, the Fellow may be converted, as provided in paragraph (b) of this section.

(b) An agency may convert, without a break in service, an ERB-certified Fellow to a competitive service term or permanent appointment.